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NEW QUESTION: 1
Upon assessing a child, the nurse notes white patches on the
child's tongue and determines that it may be an indicative of
candidiasis (oral thrush). The nurse understands that the white
patches of oral thrush:
A. causes tongue to bleed
B. sticks on the tongue even when scraped
C. only appears on the tongue
D. produces red circle at the center of white lesion
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation: Candidiasis, a fungal infection, adheres firmly to
the tongue or mucous membranes of the mouth and throat.
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A. Journey
B. Data Filters
C. Measures
D. SQL Queries
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
Which statement is true?
A. RTA will redistribute the RIP routers into the NSSA as type
5 LSAs. RTB will flood the type 5 LSAs throughout the backbone.
B. RTA will redistribute the RIP routers into the NSSA as type
5 LSAs. RTB will translate the type of 5 LSAs unto type 7 LSAs
and flood them throughout the OSPF backbone.
C. RTA will redistribute the RIP routers into the NSSA as type
7 LSAs. RTB will translate the type 7 LSAs into type LSAs and
flood them throughout the OSPF backbone.
D. RTA will redistribute the RIP routers into the NSSA as type
7 LSAs. RTB will flood the type 7 LSAs throughout the backbone.
E. RTA will not redistribute the RIP routers into the NSSA.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4

A network security design engineer is considering using a Cisco
Intrusion Detection System in the DMZ of the network. Which
option is the drawback to using IDS in the DMZ as opposed to
using Intrusion Prevention System?
A. Response actions cannot stop malicious packets or cannot
guarantee to stop any DOS attack.
B. IDS has impact on the network (thatis, latency and jitter).
C. Response actions cannot stop triggered packet or guarantee
to stop connection techniques.
D. Sensors, when placed in-line, can impact network
functionality during sensor failure.
Answer: C
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